


Posture
The way we stand or sit when playing the flute is SUPER important because it affects how we
sound! Having not-so-good posture can even make it more difficult to play.

Try these three things to have good flute posture in band:
1. Sit up straight with your head proud and tall. Don’t lean forward.
2. Make sure your flute is parallel to the floor (no head tilting!)
3. Angle your chair to the right. This will allow you enough room to hold your flute so you don’t
feel squished. Think of a clock face: your shoulders and knees will point to 2 o’clock, and your
head will face 12 o’clock.

Warm Ups - Common Band Scales!
Practicing your scales every day will help you to learn ANY music that is put in front of you! This
is because in a scale, you get to practice all the notes in each key.

On the next page, the keys of Bb, F, Eb, C, G and D are listed out. These are the keys you will
most likely play in with band, although you may have to play Ab or Db at some point!

Practice your scales at different speeds to get the best results in your flute playing. Practice them
with different articulations as well, meaning you can play the notes really short (staccato) one
time, and very long (tenuto) another time. Altering dynamic levels (loud or soft) will help as well.



Scales

Sight Reading
Sight reading is excellent to do because it helps us get better at learning new music fast! Work
through the following new pieces for sight reading practice:





Flute Embouchure
To get an awesome flute sound, you are going to want your lips to be “loose.” Often when we
start playing for the first time that day, or if we are playing A LOT of high notes, our lips
become too tight.

Here are some tips to loosen up your lips:

1. Massage the sides of your mouth

2. Think about what I call “vogue face”... the face that models use in fashion magazines!!
They pout their lips out slightly, instead of holding them tight.

3. Look in the mirror to see if you are smiling or pulling your lips back. Your lips should be a
little bit forward, not pulled back. (no smiling when playing flute unfortunately!)

Additional Resources
www.flutetunes.com - has lots of fun songs to play that you can print from home.

www.fluteworld.com - a great online store to shop for music, flute accessories, and even new
instruments if you are looking to upgrade. They can ship flutes to you in the mail that you can
try for free.

www.jennifercluff.com/flutefingeringchart.pdf - a great fingering chart!

http://www.flutetunes.com
http://www.fluteworld.com
https://www.jennifercluff.com/flutefingeringchart.pdf



